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Five Acre Poem

From its edge,
I hear cottonwoods high-pitched screaming
Very loud—smothered in mistletoe; it
Envelopes them.

Along another edge junipers
Can hardly be seen for the mistletoe; I
Remember how it rained
Each summer in this bosque and wonder why
Pompous, genteel neighbors won’t go

Outside and pick off the mistletoe.
Even teenagers do not deign to cut and move all the heavy, dead branches.
After all these years,
the drought did not frighten us--
looking at dead trees.

Earth

Elves must shield you, elves who love wings and
all birds as well as earwigs; and the
rain must touch you for old time’s sake, and
touching you, bring you back, my
hollow, broken mother.
Hooked on Scrub Jays

How he watched the trees while sitting
On the sun porch; how birds
On their trajectory made a
Kaleidoscope rough and clean; how night hawks were
Eating bursts of bugs as the hills darkened.

On summer twilights toward
Night the jays’ green sound was magical.

Surely they would conjure rain-making
Chains of silver
Rolling through the air to dissolve,
Unpremeditated as earth quakes, and the
Buzzing flies would finally stop - and
Sleep would overtake him when the
Jays quieted down.
"All Day I Felt Mountains"
--Ann Weisman

As I rolled out the dough,
I felt a mountain coming toward me in the fog.
That was where I wanted to go--
and never make a yeast bread again.

I felt a tiny mountain rubbing against my back;
I stood still, feeling, feeling its thin breath:
its breath was warm and smelled of dust and lightning.
We've got to go there, I told you.

Go where it doesn't rain except in July,
go where every other neighbor cooks beans,
where the air is light green,
where the purple berries make you sleepy,

where we will walk the streets at night
and feel safe, touching carved doors,
drinking Dubonnet and laughing to ourselves.
Where we went to the mountain and lay down there . . .

Where the apricots were simmered in honey,
where we made lumpy corn tortillas in 1972,
where coyotes still live, where the ravens still eat,
where the snow has returned.

Where the mountains are steeped in light,
where I have said goodbye to nylon stockings,
where I have said it doesn't matter,
where some of the apples have a tang.
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